Manufacturers Represented

- **a-light**
  
  A family of linear products that are high performance, and refined in detail

- **Access Lighting**
  
  Decorative affordable lighting

- **AEC Illumination**
  
  Market leader in street, urban and decorative lighting

- **AFC Cable Systems**
  
  Modular wiring for above-ceiling and under-floor power, data, & communications systems

- **Airey-Thompson**
  
  Specializing in LED undercabinet, cove, aisle, task, dressing room marquee and telecommunication lighting

- **Alera Lighting**
  
  Architectural linear LED and fluorescent products for commercial applications

- **ALVA Lighting**
  
  LED-based architectural lighting

- **ANP Lighting**
  
  Period style luminaires and poles, RLM shades and pendants

- **Architectural Area Lighting**
  
  Architectural outdoor LED lighting

- **Architectural Cathode Ltg. Ltd.**
  
  Innovative cold cathode lighting, fluorescent and LED products

- **Artemide**
  
  Beautiful Italian specification grade design, architectural and outdoor lighting

- **Astro Lighting**
  
  European decorative interior for commercial and hospitality projects

- **Auberge**
  
  Highly personalized LED light fixtures for commercial and multi-family residential communities. An ALVA Lighting Brand

- **AXO Light**
  
  High quality decorative LED lighting of Italian design

- **Barn Light USA**
  
  Vintage-style porcelain enamel LED lighting made in the USA

- **Beacon**
  
  Energy efficient LED alternatives for the decorative outdoor lighting market

- **Birchwood**
  
  High-quality specification grade LED light fixtures for architectural, commercial and retail design

- **Brownlee Lighting**
  
  Industry leader of Energy Star qualified LED lighting for commercial and residential applications

- **Cem-Tec**
  
  Steel poles and fixture mounting hardware

- **Colortran**
  
  Theatrical lighting and controls (Division of Leviton)

- **Columbia Lighting**
  
  Commercial and industrial fluorescent & LED lighting products

- **Compass**
  
  Economical LED emergency lights and exit signs

- **Coolidge**
  
  Cutting edge flexible LED light sheet

- **Coronet**
  
  Customizable architectural luminaires designed & built locally

- **Crestron**
  
  The world’s leader for advanced home, campus & building control automation solutions

- **C.W. Cole**
  
  Custom Lighting, Illuminated handrails, exits, directional signs, floor boxes and steplights

- **d’ac Lighting**
  
  Pendant and wall-mounted soft industrial and European style fixtures

- **Dalume**
  
  Specialty indoor luminaires for architectural and commercial applications

- **Design Plan**
  
  High quality products for the outdoor commercial and institutional markets

- **Design Pole**
  
  Aesthetically unique concrete poles that are eco-friendly, design-conscious, efficient, and economical

- **Dual-Lite**
  
  Innovative emergency lighting products, inverters, and self-diagnostic exit signs

- **DuraLamp**
  
  High quality, specification grade linear LED lighting and decorative specialty lamp solutions. A brand of Targetti.

- **Duray Lighting**
  
  Manufacturer of performance fluorescent and LED lighting for commercial, industrial, institutional, retail, and display

- **Eclipse Lighting**
  
  Manufacturers of indoor/outdoor architectural sconces, decorative & vandal-resistant fixtures

- **Ecosense**
  
  Provides best-in-class solid-state lighting solutions for use in commercial & residential applications

- **EELP**
  
  Provides emergency lighting, exits signs, high bays, wall packs, flood lights and canopy lighting

- **Electrix**
  
  Sophisticated cove systems, fluorescent and LED architectural solutions

- **ELP**
  
  High performance, architectural LED luminaires providing glare free interior and exterior lighting

- **Essential**
  
  Complete line of efficient, LED lighting products for remodeling, retrofitting and design-build contractors. A division of Electrix.

- **Everbrite Lighting**
  
  Specializing in LED lighting for healthcare applications

- **Feelux Lighting**
  
  Technologically-advanced, energy-efficient LED fixtures

- **First Light Technologies**
  
  Designers and manufacturers of architectural quality, solar lighting products for pedestrian applications

- **Flos**
  
  Specialty European decorative and architectural lighting designs

- **Focus Industries**
  
  Landscape lighting, hospitality, residential and commercial

- **Goldeneye**
  
  Quality architectural, decorative interior and exterior LED luminaires, made in the U.S.A. since 1908.

- **G Lighting**
  
  LED ceramic luminaires for commercial and residential spaces

- **Healthe**
  
  Leading provider of circadian and biological lighting solutions. Healthe is a spin-off of the Lighting Science Group

- **Hevi Lite**
  
  Architectural, landscape and custom lighting made in California

- **Holm**
  
  Industry-leading manufacturer of landscape and architectural LED lighting

- **Hubbell Control Solutions**
  
  Innovative wireless controls, occupancy sensors, and daylighting controls

- **Hubbell Healthcare Solutions**
  
  LED lighting for healthcare applications

- **Hubbell Industrial**
  
  Heavy duty industrial lighting designed for commercial applications

- **Hubbell Outdoor**
  
  Leading USA lighting manufacturer in outdoor lighting

- **iGuzzini North America**
  
  The Italian leader in technical and architectural, indoor and outdoor lighting

- **ILC Lighting**
  
  Lighting Control Panels, Dimming, Daylight Harvesting, Specialized Switches LED technology that provides the look of neon Decorative commercial grade lighting products

- **iLight Technologies**
  
  A solutions-based manufacturer of LED specification grade luminaires

- **Indessa Lighting**
  
  A wide array of decorative lighting solutions for commercial and residential settings

- **Intense Lighting**
  
  High-performance outdoor architectural and landscape lighting

- **Justice Design Group**
  
  Specialist LED lighting solutions for high end architectural markets

- **Kim Lighting**
  
  KKDC
Kurt Versen  
High-quality, spec grade architectural downlighting

LaMar Lighting  
Makers of “Occusmart,” the first motion-controlled bi-level lighting system

Leviton  
Lighting controls, low voltage, occupancy sensors, dimming systems and day lighting controls

LF Illumination  
An Architectural lighting manufacturer that provides high efficiency, performance and the latest in LED technology

Light & Green  
Decorative plaster and concrete LED fixtures made from environmentally green materials

Litecontrol  
Innovative architectural fluorescent direct and indirect linear lighting systems

Liteline  
Complete lines of residential and commercial LED lighting fixtures

Liton  
Specification-grade indoor and outdoor architectural and residential lighting

Louis Poulsen  
Timeless European-style fixtures for HID, fluorescent, halogen and LED sources

Lukas  
Hand-made, customized lighting for residential, hospitality and corporate interiors

Lumascape  
Premier manufacturer of exterior, in ground and underwater lighting products

Lumenpulse  
Architectural LED luminaires and controls for both interior and exterior applications

Lumenwerx  
Decorative performance recessed, suspended, surface and perimeter LED luminaires

Lumini  
LED lighting, linear, wall, ceiling, accent, LED mirrors

Luminis  
Site and interior fixtures designed for visual comfort, performance and Architectural appeal

Luraline  
Indoor and outdoor, decorative luminaires for Multi-residential applications

LUX dynamics  
High Abuse, Extreme Efficiency, LED and Fluorescent High-bays, American Made.

Lyte Poles Inc  
Commercial, residential, roadway, and sports lighting to electric charging stations, and solar and ornamental designs.

Manning Lighting  
ADA sconces, decorative pendants, and church lighting

Marset  
Contemporary decorative LED lighting for outdoor and architectural applications

Metalumen  
A luminaire manufacturer supplying an array of architectural FL & LED lighting systems

Meyer  
Leading global manufacturer of exterior lighting products for architectural lighting projects. A division of Electrix.

MP Lighting  
Specializing in low voltage and LED lighting, rail systems, pendant and recessed fixtures

NAFCO  
Steel and Aluminum Poles

OptoLum  
LEDs for downlighting, coves, display, accent, and task lighting

Pathway  
Recessed downlights, and surface cylinders

Penta Light  
Italian manufacturer of decorative interior and exterior fixtures

Perfect Power Systems  
Manufacturers of Central Lighting Inverters, single and three phase

Prescolite  
Leading provider of recessed, track and surface lighting solutions

Primus  
Specialize in small profile light fixtures for accent, merchandising and illumination of architectural features

Rebelle  
High performing indoor and outdoor lighting with a clean, modern aesthetic

Rich Brilliant Willing  
Manufacturers of LED fixtures for hospitality and workplace

Schréder Lighting  
International lighting group specializing in outdoor LED lighting. Known for superior photometric performance and quality

Scott Architectural  
Standard and custom architectural pendants and wall sconces

Sentry Electric  
Award-winning specification grade outdoor LED lighting with classic and contemporary designs

Sheridan  
Creative custom lighting solutions for interior and exterior applications

Sistemalux  
Interior/exterior fixtures of European design (Simes)

Soltech  
Top leaders in LED solar lighting design and manufacturing

Spaulding Lighting  
Architectural outdoor lighting for commercial applications

Specialty Lighting Industries  
Provides innovative lighting solutions for Hospitality, Retail, Galleries, Museums and Private Residences

Sportsliter Solution  
High-performance indoor and outdoor sports lighting

Sterner  
Premium specification grade LED outdoor lighting

Studio One Lighting  
Exclusive and high quality tailor-made LED solutions for every project.

Sun Valley  
A Scott Architectural Lighting brand

T-Bar LED/JLC Tech  
Site Lighting, decorative cast aluminum poles LED Lighting System integrated into T-Bars for suspended ceilings

Targetti  
Wide range of indoor and outdoor architectural lighting and creative solutions crafted with Italian quality and craftsmanship

Technilum  
Urban lighting furniture

US Architectural Lighting  
Contemporary site lighting and poles, LED, HID and Compact Fluorescent

V2 Lighting Group  
Modern, interior and exterior LED cylinders, pendant, sconces and linear luminaires built with precision engineering

Viscor  
Complete line of energy efficient and IoT ready LED lighting solutions for a wide range of applications

WF Harris  
Rustproof, vandal-resistant polycarbonate LED luminaires and portable work lights

Xeleum  
Award-winning specification grade outdoor LED lighting. Known for superior photometric performance and quality

Denotes Manufacturers of Dimming and Control Products

Denotes Manufacturers in Northern California Only

Denotes Manufacturers in Reno Only

San Francisco/Bay Area  
2322 6th Street  
Berkeley, CA 94710  
tel (510) 982-3900

Sacramento  
1310 Blue Oaks Blvd. Suite 400  
Roseville, CA 95678  
tel (916) 772-5800

Nevada  
200 S Virginia St, 8th Floor  
Reno, NV 89501  
tel (775) 329-2030